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Outline
●

How are the final results of an analysis produced?
○
○
○
○

●

How are results from different analyses combined?
○
○
○

●

Strategies - combine measurements vs. combine data
Example: Top quark mass combination
Example: LHC Higgs combination

Reinterpretation of results after publication
○
○
○
○

●

Examples of different types of results
Software tools
Model building
Example: CMS datacards

Sharing the event data
Sharing final results
Sharing analysis selection
Sharing likelihood information

Disclaimer: I come from a CMS Higgs physics background - examples in this talk are biased!
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Different kinds of results
●

Measurements of known
processes: masses, cross
sections, ratios, asymmetries

Eur. Phys. J. C 76 (2016) 451

●

Searches for hypothesised
processes
○
○

●

Set exclusion limits if process is
not observed
Quantify level of deviation from
the standard model
expectation, e.g. p-value

Many common software tools
and methods used to produce
these

ATLAS-CONF-2016-059
J. High Energy Phys. 06 (2013) 081
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Software Tools
●
●

Numerical results typically extracted via a fit
of a model to the data
Model expressed as a probability density
function P(x|θ)
○
○

●
●
●
●

x = set of observed quantities
θ = parameters that alter the model
prediction

Model may be constructed by Monte Carlo
simulation, analytic functions
Define a likelihood function for the observed
data given the model
Use numerical minimization of the
log-likelihood to estimate parameter values
Test-statistics to distinguish between
hypotheses and calculate intervals

Ntuples, histograms

Model P(x|θ)

Data

Likelihood L(data|θ)

Test statistic

Interval
estimation

Hypothesis
tests

Minimizer

Parameter estimates
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Software Tools
●

●
●

●
●

●

The RooFit framework is used extensively to
define the model, variables, data and likelihood
function
Each represented by C++ objects
Many commonly-used PDFs included, can be
used as building blocks for more complicated
models. Also straightforward for users to write
entirely new PDF classes
RooFit can normalize PDFs, generate toy MC
data and make plots for arbitrary models
Interfaces with ROOT::Math::Minimizer for
minimisation via Minuit (most common),
simplex and other routines
Provides the RooWorkspace container for
persisting all model information in a ROOT file

Ntuples, histograms

Model P(x|θ)

Data

Likelihood L(data|θ)

Test statistic

Interval
estimation

Hypothesis
tests

Minimizer

Parameter estimates
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Software Tools
●

●

●

The RooStats framework is built on top of
ROOT and RooFit to provide a range of
statistical methods that can be applied to
arbitrary RooFit models
Implements commonly used interval
calculators: e.g. Profile likelihood, Bayesian
with support Markov-chain integration,
Feldman-Cousins
Also provides classes for hypothesis testing, e.g:
○
○

Ntuples, histograms

Model P(x|θ)

Data

Likelihood L(data|θ)

Test statistic

Interval
estimation

Hypothesis
tests

Minimizer

Parameter estimates

Frequentist, with built-in toy dataset evaluation
to build the test-statistic distributions
Asymptotic - widely used by the LHC
experiments as it avoids the
computing-intensive step of generating and
fitting toy datasets
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RooWorkspace
●
●
●

Container class for RooFit objects that preserves links between variables and functions
Can store all data, PDFs, uncertainties that are defined for an analysis
Provides a convenient “factory” language for quickly defining new objects

RooWorkspace w;
w.factory(“Gaussian::g(x[-10,10],mean[-10,10],sigma[3])”);
●

Allows a separation between producing the model and running statistical methods
○
○

Can be saved to a ROOT file
Possible to edit and merge workspaces for combinations

RooWorkspace w;
w.import(myPdf);
w.import(myData);
w.writeToTfile(“workspace.root”);
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Model Building
●
●
●
●

●
●

A typical analysis today can contain O(10) channels, each with O(10) processes, and O(100) systematic
uncertainties
Uncertainties may change both the normalisation and shape of the expected distributions
Assembling the RooFit model “by-hand” in each case laborious and repetitive
⇒ Use higher-level tools to automate the construction of the model

RooStats includes the HistFactory tool - configuration of template-based models in C++ or XML
Experiments also build frameworks to automate model construction and perform common statistical
tasks:
○

○

HistFitter: originally developed for ATLAS supersymmetry searches. Built on top of RooFit, RooStats and
HistFactory. Provides complete framework for model construction, fitting and hypothesis testing and
presentation of results.
Combine: Used extensively in CMS. Originally developed within the Higgs group but now used widely for SM,
top, SUSY and exotic searches. Provides datacard format for specifying models, python classes for applying
signal parameterisation, simple interface for running RooStats methods and additional fit diagnostics.
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Example: the CMS datacard format
●
●
●

Users write plain-text datacards describing: channels, data, contributing processes, systematic
uncertainties
Cards can represent self-contained counting experiments or refer to pre-existing TH1s or RooFit
PDFs for building shape analyses
Datacards can easily be combined before processing to make the RooWorkspace
TH1s

Signal + Background Processes

RooWorkspace

Systematic uncertainies
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Combination methodology
●
●
●
●

Often multiple analyses/experiments measuring or searching for the same signals
Best sensitivity or smallest uncertainty achieved via a combined measurement
Higgs discovery with 5σ significance only possible in July 2012 because searches in different decay
channels were readily combinable
Ideal approach: the most rigorous method for combining two analyses is to combine the individual
likelihoods:
○
○

●

In practice not always possible:
○
○

●

Different software used to encode likelihood
Requires common signal parameterization and consistent treatment of common systematic uncertainties

Combinations at the likelihood-level within experiments are commonplace
○

●

Given L(nA | θA) and L(nB | θB) construct L(nA, nB | θA ∪θB)
Where there may be some common parameters between sets A and B

At the LHC greatly facilitated by widespread use of RooFit and workspaces

When likelihood combination not feasible, can combine measurements directly
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Combination of measurements
●
●
●
●

●
●

Example: LHC+Tevatron combined top mass
measurement
Using the BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimate)
framework
Used to combine a number of estimates for a single
observable
Determines coefficients for a linear of combination
of input measurements by minimising total
uncertainties on the combined result
Assumes all uncertainties are described by
Gaussian PDFs
Takes statistical and systematic uncertainties into
account as well as correlations in the latter
between the two measurements
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ATLAS+CMS Higgs Combination
●
●
●

●

Combined analysis of Run 1 data to extract couplings and
signal strengths
Results produced by combining RooFit workspaces
Made possible by early agreement in 2011 by the LHC
Combination Group for common treatment of systematic
uncertainties
Combined workspace facts and figures:
○
○
○
○

●

62k data points
12k function objects
4300 nuisance parameters (many related to finite MC
statistics)
Minuit successfully able to minimize the combined likelihood
function: ~ 1-2 hours per fit

Full set of results required O(30k) individual fits
○

Achieved fast turnaround by running on the grid - ideal since
CPU-dominated task with minimal I/O - can run at any site
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ATLAS+CMS Higgs Coupling Combination
●

Results presented for ~ 20 different signal
parameterisations

●

But impossible to cover every interesting
model that exists now, let alone what might
be devised in the future

●

How can results be reinterpreted in the
future?

●

Provide results in the most general model
possible: signal strength for each
combination of Higgs production and decay
mode
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ATLAS+CMS Higgs Coupling Combination
●

But the measurements + uncertainties are
not enough!

●

Not possible to distinguish between all
possible signal processes processes with
current dataset and analysis selections ⇒
correlations are important

●

Also publish the correlation matrix

●

In principle results with more constrained
parametrisations could be reproduced from
this

●

In practice there are limitations - only an
approximation of 21-dimensional likelihood
function
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Analysis reinterpretation
●
●
●
●

Different motivations / needs for sharing data
Typical case: phenomenologists want to test if new model is excluded by an analysis
Will only discuss a few approaches here, many more are used and under development
See LHC forum on BSM results interpretation for a larger set of software tools in use

●

Main approaches:
○

Release the event data itself, allows for entirely new analysis outside the collaborations

○

Publish measurements and limits in such a way that they can be directly reinterpreted, i.e. exclude
process X with a cross section above Y pb. Phenomenologists need only calculate cross section of X in
their favourite model.

○

Publish simplified information about the likelihood, such that other signal expectations could be
inserted

○

Rarely done: publish the full likelihood model (i.e. the RooWorkspace)
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CERN OpenData
●
●
●

Initiative to release reconstructed LHC collision data & MC simulation for public analysis
ATLAS, LHCb, CMS and ALICE have all released example data primarily for education purposes
CMS has also released ~ 300 TB of √s = 7 TeV data + VM containing software needed to analyse it
●

A first analysis using the OpenData has
already appeared
arxiv:1704.05842

●

Open publication of the event-level data offers greatest
potential for new interpretations and searches - but also the
steepest learning curve
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Rivet
●
●
●
●

Framework for analysing and validating events produced by MC generators
Analysts provide “rivet routines” defining selections and observables that can be applied to events in
the HepMC format
Until recently mainly used by SM measurements as required unfolded distributions of observables for
comparison - unfolding not typically used in BSM searches
Recently possible to add smearing functions of MC truth information to approximate detector
response & reconstruction:
Eur. Phys. J. C (2015) 75

●

Increasing numbers of BSM routines published by
ATLAS and CMS, e.g. ATLAS monojet search
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Unfolding
●

General problem of un-smearing a distribution from the measured to the truth level
O. Behnke

●

Two packages in common use: TUnfold and RooUnfold

●

Both support propagation of statistical uncertainties through the unfolding procedure, as well as
common regularisation methods: e.g. D'Agostini iteration, singular value decomposition, Tikhonov
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HEPData
●

Online archive of the raw data points and values contained in HEP publication figures

●

Avoids the need for
extracting numbers from
the image files and
facilitates the the
reinterpretation of results

●

Data can visualised online
as well as exported in
different format e.g. CSV,
ROOT, YAML
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Simplified Likelihood approach
●
●
●

Defining model-independent limits not always possible
BSM physics searches typically use large number of bins/categories, exploiting the shape information
of multiple variables
Instead of full likelihood, provide an approximate one using the covariance matrix for background
yields of each bin
○

Encodes statistical and systematic uncertainties of the full likelihood and correlations between bins
Example: CMS
Hadronic SUSY search
SL yields accurate
approximation of full
model-dependent
limits

CMS-PAS-SUS-16-016

CMS-NOTE-2017/001
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Summary
●

For statistical analysis and combinations within and between experiments:
○

RooFit + RooStats recommended for the flexibility in defining models, ease of likelihood-level combination and
persistence via RooWorkspace

●

Identify features of high-level frameworks that could be shared more widely

●

O(1000) parameter fits are becoming increasingly common
○

●

Is there scope for performance gains here? In the NLL evaluation and/or MINUIT algorithm

No one-size-fits-all solution for the reinterpretation of results, but facilities like Rivet and HEPdata
should be used where possible
○

Release of likelihoods (simplified or full) could benefit from a common software framework for running fits and
creating signal parameterisations
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Backup
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